KUKUU-TUNTUM
Origins of the Fictional Characters:
jesus • muhammad • moses • abraham • buddha
6-Week Online Course

KUKUU-TUNTUM The Ancestral Jurisdiction is the first book to accurately elucidate the origins of the fictional biblical, quranic, talmudic and dharmapadic characters including: jesus/yeshua, muhammad, moses, abraham, buddha as well as yahweh, allah, brahmin, solomon, sheba, menelik, isaac, ishmael and others. All of these characters are absolutely fictional – they have never existed of any race nor in any form whatsoever.

The fictional characters jesus/yeshua, muhammad, moses, abraham and buddha were manufactured by the whites and their offspring by corrupting the names, descriptive titles and cosmology of the actual Deities Heru, Khensu, Hapi, Tehuti and Ptah from our Ancestral language, culture and religion of Khanit and Kamit (Nubia and Egypt).

The corrupted names, titles and perversions of fragments of the cosmology were then applied to fictional white male statues and given a false human history. We examine the Ntorou (Deities) as Spirit-Forces animating the Sun, Moon, Rivers and Core of Earth and how their cosmology was corrupted by the whites and their offspring to create white personages in the near east and asia for the mental enslavement of Afurakani/Afuraitkaitnit (African-Black) people. Our liberation is rooted is exposing the fraud of the pseudo-religions: christianity, islam, judaism/hebrewism, buddhism, hinduism, et. al.

Dwooda (Mondays): April 20th – May 25th at 8pm est
Registration fee: $30 – see our $15 deposit option
Register: www.odwirafo.com/akonguasuapage.html

Course Facilitator: Odwirafo Kwesi Ra Nehem Ptah Akhan, Author of KUKUU-TUNTUM